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Care FRIEND
Programme 



What is
our
company?
We proudly call ourselves the 'Proxy Child'! Our suite of services are designed
to support senior citizens holistically end-to-end, thereby ensuring that both
the elder and their family feel amply supported.



DR. VANDANA NADIG NAIR

CEO

SANTOSH ABRAHAM

Chief Evangelist

SUDHAKAR MEGHANATHAN

Operations Manager

The Team

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vandana-nadig-nair-5313997/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/santoshabrahams/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sudhakar-m-23369b121/
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walkthrough

Join the
WhatsApp

group.

Fill the
Google form
to register
your info.

Stay tuned
for

opportunities

Familiarize
yourself
with the

role.



Responsibilities 
1. Build trust and rapport by spending quality time
with the senior and engaging in meaningful
conversations.

2. Show genuine empathy and attention by
listening to their stories, experiences, and
perspectives.

3. Accompany and assist the elderly during
outings, walks, and leisure activities, providing
companionship.

4. Engage in recreational activities and hobbies
to promote mental stimulation and well-being.

5. Maintaining open and consistent
communication with the Care Manager, including
updates, progress, and any difficulties
experienced during caregiving.

6. Provide emotional support and alleviate
feelings of loneliness or isolation.



Incentives

01

STIPEND 02

 CERTIFICATE

After completing 15
sessions, you will receive a
certificate, acknowledging

your work.

OTHER
BENEFITS

After completing more than 30
sessions, you will also be

eligible to receive a letter of
recommendation and the

opportunity to work as a full-
time employee in the

organisation.

03

After completing each
session, you will receive a

stipend of up to ₹1000. 



Join the Family

We're so glad you've considered to be an ElderAid Care Friend! We are excited to witness
the positive impact you will make as a Care Friend. Let’s create beautiful memories

together!

After filling the form, join our WhatsApp
group using the link in the form.

Fill the google form below:
https://forms.gle/kfwvzYxUWQJZKcqn6

For any queries, email sudhakar@elderaid.in


